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either they don’t have any, or they are too hardened for our remarks 
to make any impression. We must admit that our first guess as 
to the identity of the “artists” had close bearing on the message 
mesçily splashed on the gates. This is not to say that we were 
right. Perhaps we aren’t. However, the most recent examples of 
vandalism of this type, of which this is one, and the painting of 
the Students Centre and Gym was the other, gave evidence of 
garnet and gold sympathy. There is not too much of that kind 
of sympathy on this campus.

One result has probably been 
that students who normally used 
the stacks at night hesitate to 
do so because of the unnecessary 
ted tape and song and dance 
they have to put up with. It is 
time to evaluate this experiment. 
Once that’s done, lets dispense 
with it for good.
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Honorary Editor In Chief: Rt Hon. Lord Beaver brook I There seems to be quite a bit of confusion among students and
Faculty Advisor: Albert Tunis others here about our story on bookstore prices. There need not be

j. barry toole any. All that story was designed to accomplish was a presentation 
bruce gates | of a few facts about the Book Store to the students. Since the book- 
„ gino blink I store is an important and vital part of the college, we thought it 
JOHN ripley duty to make students aware of the situation. Service ^t the store 

CAROLYN SOMERVILLE has always been excellent and will continue to be so, as far as we
...........MAUREEN WALSH can see prices of novels and pocket books are in some cases lower
..................... R0N MANZER I than in other places and for this we are all thankful. However, when

we present a factual story to the students about something in which 
they are vitally concerned, it should not become the occasion for 
people on the one hand to say that “they thought the bookstore 

Mankind has finally found a way to put something into outer I did that sort of thing” or on the other “all right if you think you’re 
space For the present we will have to be satisfied that that some- being taken in, go somwhere else”. Both of these attitudes are 
thing be a unit of intricate machinery, or a dog. But man is never wrong. The bookstore is trying tp do the best job it knows how 
satisfied and ultimately he will venture through the frontiers of We simply wanted to have something explained. It was explained 
space into territory which never before has been witness to human and we are satisfied. So should others be. On the other side ot 
çuriosity. That day will represent the culmination of decades of the coin, we are not trying to unjustly accuse the Bookstore ot any- 
work aqd research. That day will also open vast new fields of thing, and no one should think this, 
scientific endeavour. Knowledge of the unknown that waits to be We not do it out of spite, and we did not publish those 
known. Strange phenonema, barely conceived of, that await? facts to create a sensaLion. It was as a service to the students and 
man’s conquering hand. Sure as it is, this achievement must wait university community. There was nothing irresponsible about the 
until a future when we hâve in hand considerably more knowledge | {acts> nor the presentation, nor the fact that it was published. Any

who thinks so, is not adultly facing life.
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than we now possess.
What of immediate consequences? In the world today, dis

coveries as earth shattering as this have at least two sides to them.. __ *
the scientific and the political. Science undeniably stands to benefit Qf OUS_W m m m
t°"S'der^yJr°'^*J/”l^“rflîch 0fThuman knowledge, rompre! We will be forgiven, if we labour iwo points in these coliunns

hentom:tB^KmJ,rpm»m is no, as clear cut,^™ -"-ft
„„r h wl Z fortune Sha, we were not able to cribed as traffic) To the first. It i, becommg pamfull) apparent that
nenetrate earth’s atmosphere first. The Russians have clearly silence coupled with lack of action is the only answer we are g g 

“nnp over us" What they will do with this advantage is hard to get from the university authorities on the tra îc si ua î P
perient^^CertairUjMtoey^intend ^tottuse°fcothU dæ ^prestige* and mllciuo aUeviate’the^congeftion^Not
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toward the making o&pur own man-made moon. Do we continue as 
we are now devoting our time to other fields of human endeavour 
Do we build up our defences in case of attack from outer space.
Do we examine the reasons for our failure to beat the Russians 
to the punch. What was at fault? Did we give the satellite projects 
a correct position in priority? Are the governments of the west 
unconcerned about space travel?

These and many more questions are waiting to be answered.
It will not be easy to so answer them as to arrive at the best course 
of action Perhaps we will arrive at only a close approximation 
of the right policy to pursue. But the important thing to remember 

# is that the time to act is now, not tomorrow or the day after. An
certainly not next week. , , ,

The situation is far from desperate. However, should we be- 
• come cynical or complacent, we will find world affairs rapid y 

deteriorating, and everything we hold as good, and call right, slipping 
like the night when the first rays of a new day breaks
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SHIP AND IMMIGRATION, 
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FINANCE OFFICERSWho Pays? . . -
Now that all references to that “other universtity” have been 

purged from the New MacLaren Gates, it would not be amiss to 
ask authorities just who foots the bill? Efforts to appeal to th 
consciences of the culprits have come to nought and we can assume
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These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for 
advancement and generous fringe benefits.
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. and a Savings Account at 

the Bank of Montreal* h the 

way to guarantee yourself that 

secure feeling .
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Starting Salaries from $4200 to $4560ms H
FOR A QUICK LUNCH

VISIT OUR LUNCHEONETTE FOUNTAIN 
KENNETH STAPLES DRUG COMPANY

ipe Under-graduates in their final year of study are invited to apply 
but appointment will be subject to graduation. Students from all 
faculties are eligible to compete.
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Written Examination, Saturday, Nov. 23
Details regarding the examination, application forms and de
scriptive folders are now available from

University Placement Office, Arts Building

For Lunch and Coffee too
Come to
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Your Passport vS 
to Better Living ”

13

Club 252 ;
or

Gvil Service Commission, Ottawa
If you write to Ottawa, please specify the classes in which you are 

interested and quote Competition 58-2650.

■♦The Bank where Students' accounts 
warmly welcomed.are

Alden Leslie, prop, i:v«>Fredericton Branch, 
Queen 8, Carleton Streets 

DOUGLAS TROTTER, Manager
• Fredericton ;Regent Street•657-6
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